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Abstract. Crossing collisions at intersections account for one-fourth of the total 
accidents in Japan. This type of accident could be caused by the poor visual en-
vironment at intersections, including the lack of indirect visibility provided by 
traffic convex mirrors. However, no available desk methods have been reported 
on the proper installation method for such mirrors. This paper discusses the ap-
propriate conditions for direct and indirect visibility. These include mirror visi-
bility simulation technology, which was developed by applying three-
dimensional computer graphics software. The simulated mirror images were 
found to be highly consistent with actual images. The mirror visibility obtained 
by an optimal mirror installation was found to be desirable in both a simulation 
and field study. The simulation demonstrated that a slight change in the mirror 
plate angle greatly influenced the visible distance. In conclusion, the 3DCG si-
mulation method was effective for examining conditions for good direct and in-
direct visibility at intersections. 

Keywords: Visibility Simulation, 3D Computer Graphics, Traffic Convex  
Mirror, Crossing Collision. 

1 Introduction 

In Japan, approximately two million crossing collisions occurred at intersections 
(193,852 cases), the second most frequent pattern among traffic accidents following 
rear-end collisions (234,993 cases, 32.4%), in 2011. The frequency of crossing colli-
sions accounted for one-fourth of the total accidents (26.1%, 725,773 cases), and 70% 
of these occurred at urban intersections [1]. 

Various types of investigations and measures designed for the prevention of traffic 
accidents have been conducted, focusing mainly on human factors. As a result, safety 
enforcement and education, rather than engineering redesign or control of the road 
traffic environment, have been emphasized as preventive measures [2][3]. Ergonomic 
studies on preventing crossing collisions, however, should focus on what really hap-
pened and why accidents occur frequently at uncontrolled intersections. The authors 
revealed that the risk of a crossing collision depended on the quality of the visual 
environment at the intersection, including both the direct visibility and the indirect 
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This study aimed to assess the quality of the visual environment at intersections 
and discuss effective countermeasures for preventing crossing collisions, particularly 
safety enhancements from the perspective of direct and indirect visibility. There were 
no available desk methods in civil engineering for examining the conditions for mir-
ror installation or facilitating improvements to supplement direct visibility. Therefore, 
we developed a highly accurate visibility simulation approach, applying three-
dimensional computer graphics (3DCG) software, and discussed the appropriate visi-
bility conditions that ensured crossing safety [9]. 

2 Method 

2.1 Development of Visibility Simulation Approach  

A visibility simulation approach, applying 3DCG software, was developed to demon-
strate that the direct and indirect visibility can be assessed and improved by installing 
traffic convex mirrors or adjusting the angle and position of the mirror plate and/or 
pole. A visibility simulation approach applying the 3DCG software was adopted be-
cause it was difficult and time-consuming to examine the range of reflected images in 
convex mirrors with various curvature changes using a drawing method or two-
dimensional CAD software, based on the simple incidence angle/reflection angle data. 
Therefore, we used the ray tracing function of a multipurpose-type 3DCG software 
that was available to precisely and efficiently calculate a range of reflected images.  

2.2 Systematic Visibility Simulation Assessment of Visual Environment at 
Typical Intersections for Community Roads 

A systematic visibility simulation study and a field experiment in a test course simu-
lating urban community roads were performed to measure and assess the  
direct/indirect visibility from the driver’s viewpoint in a passenger car at an uncon-
trolled intersection. A systematic visibility simulation study was performed to meas-
ure and assess the direct/indirect visibility from the driver’s viewpoint at a typical 
uncontrolled intersection on an urban community road (a 4-m wide minor road and 6-
m wide major road).  

The Road Traffic Law in Japan requires drivers to drive on the left side of the road, 
and drivers with lower priority must stop momentarily at a legal stop line when cross-
ing uncontrolled intersections. The road configuration, various items (public/private 
facilities, buildings, etc.), the visual environment at the eye point of the driver (1.2-m 
high) at a legal stop line/boundary line of an intersection, and the crossing road were 
simulated. Optimal solutions that met the condition of a mirror image reflecting the 
maximum visible distance from the crossing road, as well as the minimum blind 
areas, were examined to clarify the appropriate conditions (ergonomic visibility re-
quirements).  

As one assessment example, the association between the mirror image and the 
driver’s eye point was analyzed by controlling the following dimensions (Fig. 3,  
Table 1). 
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1. Independent variables  

─ Ground height of the driver’s eye point (EP) (two values: a truck (1.8 m) and a 
passenger car (1.2 m)) 

─ Distance from an intersection (three values: 0, 5, and 10 m)  

2. Dependent variables: depression angle, horizontal angle of a mirror plate 
3. Fixed conditions: horizontal position (M), ground height of mirror plate (2.5 m)  

 

Fig. 3. Diagram of hypothetical intersection for analyzing optimal traffic convex mirror instal-
lation based on visibility simulation approach 

Table 1. Conditions for visibility simulation assessment of visual environment at typical 
intersections on community roads 

                      (2) Distance from the intersection 

 

(1) Driver’s eye point (EP) 

Distance from the intersec-

tion [m] 

0 5 10 

Truck (anterior bumper-EP: -1.0 m, height: 1.8 m) E1 E3 E5 

Passenger car (bumper-EP: -2.1 m, height: 1.2 m) E2 E4 E6 

 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Development of Visibility Simulation Approach 

A visibility simulation approach was developed using 3DCG software. A demonstra-
tion test was performed and simulation mirror plans were reproduced to verify the 
consistency with actual mirror images. High consistency was shown between a  
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simulation study and a field experiment in a test course, in terms of conditions such as 
the size, position of subject images, blind areas, and the visible distance at the cross-
ing road mirror images (Fig. 4).  

 

Fig. 4. Example of visibility simulation applying 3DCG software:  

1-1. Rendering image: Reproductive simulation of visibility experiment situation on a test 
course.  

1-2. Photo: Visibility experiment situation.  
1-3. Mirror image of visibility experiment situation in consideration of the vehicle (1) (Left: 

Real image, Right: Simulation study). 

3.2 Systematic Visibility Simulation Assessment of Visual Environment at 
Typical Intersections on Community Roads 

As one assessment example, indirect visibility simulations to determine the associa-
tion between a mirror image and the driver’s eye point were performed systematically 
for 36 patterns (combinations for the driver’s eye point, Fig. 3, Table 1). 1. Under six 
conditions (E1–E6), the optimal depression angles/horizontal angles of the mirrors 
(ø800 made with glass, R = 3000 mm) installed at the left corner M were adjusted to 
meet the following preconditions: a minimum blind distance existed from the crossing 
road, with a visible distance greater than 50–60 m in the mirror image, where the 
blind distance was defined as the invisible distance between B and D in a mirror im-
age (Fig. 5). 2. The other mirror images under five conditions were reproduced based 
on the data for the six optimal depression angles/horizontal angles (E1–E6), to assess 
how the blind distance in a mirror image was affected by the condition. 

We observed that there was no condition with a mirror image with no blind areas 
(BD: 2.0–10.0 m) that ensured a visible distance greater than 50 m. The blind distance 
was minimum in the E1 mirror image for the E6 optimal solution, and in 14 cases 
(39%), the blind distance was greater than a 4.7-m long passenger car. The blind dis-
tances were proportional to the distances from the intersection for the six optimal 
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solutions, as well as for the six conditions in each optimal solution. However, they 
were inversely proportional to the height of the eye point (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). 

Sometimes drivers had to utilize the mirror at the position distant from the boun-
dary line, about 10 m at a maximum, because of the pedestrian crossings and/or the 
legal stop line. The theoretical visibility simulation study revealed that a tradeoff 
problem occurred in intersections, and the indirect visibility provided by mirrors was 
insufficient for drivers entering the intersections to confirm the presence of a crossing 
vehicle and avoid a crossing collision. It was necessary to solve these problems sys-
tematically to ensure compatibility with direct visibility. 

 

Fig. 5. Association between mirror image and driver’s eye point: variations in simulated mirror 
image (E2, E4, E6: passenger car) 

 

Fig. 6. Association between mirror image and driver’s eye point: distribution of blind distances 
in simulated mirror images 

3.3 Mirror Image Matrix Based on Visibility Simulation Study 

The difference among the optimal depression angles of the mirrors for the 36 solu-
tions was no more than 2.5°, and the difference among the horizontal angles of the 
mirrors was 4.5° horizontal angle was 4.5° in the same way. The visibility simulation 
demonstrated that a slight change in the mirror plate angle greatly influenced the  
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visible/blind distance. These findings suggested that fine adjustments in the depres-
sion/horizontal angle of the mirror plate were critical factors affecting indirect  
visibility.  

For these reasons, a mirror image matrix was developed based on the visibility si-
mulation study, to present the variation in the mirror image with a central focus on the 
optimal solution. This would be available as a tool for examining the conditions for 
mirror installation or facilitating improvements to supplement direct visibility, as a 
quick reference chart. 

 

Fig. 7. Mirror image matrix developed based on visibility simulation study: distribution of 
visible distances/blind distances in simulated mirror images 

4 Conclusions 

A visibility simulation approach, applying 3DCG software, was developed by the 
authors. Visibility was assessed and an optimal solution was examined; this solution 
ensures maximum visible distance at a crossing road with an image having minimum 
blind areas by installing mirrors or adjusting the angle of the mirror plate based on 
ergonomic requirements. A visibility simulation demonstrated that slight changes in 
the angle of the mirror plate and eye point (ground height and horizontal position) 
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significantly influenced the visible/blind distance. These findings suggested that fine 
adjustments of the depression/horizontal angle and horizontal/vertical position of the 
eye point were critical factors for realizing adequate indirect visibility for safety. 

In conclusion, the visibility simulation approach was efficient and effective for ex-
amining the conditions of good direct and indirect visibility and demonstrated that 
direct and indirect visibility could be improved based on ergonomics guidelines, for 
example, by adjusting the angle and position of the mirror plate/pole. Crossing colli-
sions are associated with the quality of the visual environment for drivers entering 
intersections. Thus, visibility improvement by enhancing the direct visibility and/or 
installing mirrors should be given a high priority.  
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